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ABSTRACT

In India non air conditioning buses are the major modes of transport in urban areas. In hot and humid climates the journey becomes very uncomfortable. The existing designs have little scientific basis. All the designs are based on reducing drag. No one has focused on thermal comfort. In the present work interaction of outside and inside air of the bus has been studied with a twin aim of reducing drag and increasing thermal comfort.

In this work numerical simulation, k-ε and LES, was done for the best configuration proposed by Gupta. First, standard k-ε simulation was done. This simulation was used as an initial flow field and Les simulation was done. The heat and humidity analysis was also included. The results from k-ε were in accordance with the flow visualizations experiments but the drag forces calculated were not in accordance with the experimental results. Les simulation showed results were in good accordance with the flow visualization and drag forces also were very near. Therefore it was concluded that the configuration having one front slot, two rear slots, one deflector and first three windows closed was the best configuration both experimentally and numerically.

Further, flow pattern in Low Floor Bus, manufactured by Tata Motors, has been studied both numerically and experimentally. k-ε simulation was done for getting an idea of the flow pattern inside the Low Floor Bus having one front slot, two rear slots, two deflectors and first three windows closed. Based on the findings a 0.11 scaled model was made for Flow Visualization experiments at IIT Kanpur. Different configurations of Low Floor Bus were used based on different locations of Deflectors. The flow visualization experiments at the National Wind Tunnel Facility (NWTF) at IIT Kanpur concluded improvement in the flow pattern inside the bus and changed the direction and increased the magnitude of the flow of air in the bus from the normal non-ac bus being used nowadays. The Coefficient of drag reduction was found to be reduced by approximately 10% from the normal bus having no deflector and slots. The test repeatability of dynamic analysis was also done for all the configurations.

Keywords: Flow visualization, NWTF, k-ε, LES, Humidity
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